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Abstract. The scheme of signal processing system of frequency and capacitance intelligent sensor which 
does not require the inclusion of devices such as a microprocessor, microcontroller or programmable logic 
controller is described. When using the scheme of linearization in this sensor, the relative conversion error 
that is introduced by elements such as resistors, capacitors and op-amp can be as low as one hundredth of 
a percent. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In every information-measuring system or 
automatic and telemechanics system the role of 
sensors (primary measuring transducers) is very 
important. The purpose of the sensor is transformation 
of measuring, controlled or regulating value into the 
value of another kind, convenient for further 
application. In the most cases the sensors transform 
non-electric value into electric. In some cases by 
means of the sensors the transformation of one electric 
value into another is performed [1]. 

The achievement of linearity of their functions 
transformation is very important for sensors applica-
tion in such systems, and consequently for indepen-
dence of static transformative characteristics from 
value of transformed quantity.  

It is provided by application of product design and 
production methods, in particular, by using special 
materials, application of special technology of its 
production or special product design of transducer 
elements performance (usage of more qualitative 
elements, application of screens, thermostats, etc) [1]. 
But this not always allows achieving the needed li-
nearity of transfer function with sufficient accuracy. 

Structural methods of linearization of static cha-
racteristics of transducers (the sense of which is in 
application of additional correcting devices) are 
universal, relatively simple in realization during si-
multaneous providing of high degree of approxima-
tion of resultant transfer function to the needed [2]. 
Since the linearization of static characteristics is 
connected, as rule, with formation of signals in the 
correcting device, which are functionally connected 
with transferring quantity, then the simplest block 
diagram of linearized transducer will look like as 
series or parallel connection of main corrective and 
auxiliary correcting transducers. 

Sensors as measuring devices, which contain not 
only primary transducers, but and elements of mea-
suring diagrams, where these transducers are in-
cluded (amplifiers, functional amplifiers, devices of 
conjunction with measuring and automation means), 
nowadays are realized on the base of different phys-
ical phenomena and different technologies. This 
makes possible to create them multifunctional (it 
provides by means of one sensor the transformation 
of many physical quantities) and intelligent (it allows 
discovering the influence of other quantities, which 
distort the result of transformation, during the trans-
formation of measuring quantity). The value of these 
quantities, transformed in electric ones, can be ap-
plied for correction of result of measurement of 
measuring quantity. For example, during the mea-
surement of pressure the sufficient influence is 
caused by changing the temperature of environment, 
where the pressure is measured. So, if you have the 
pressure sensor, which provides the transformation of 
temperature also under the defined conditions, the 
result of measurement which is applied for correction 
of the result of pressure measurement has not only the 
multi-functionality, but and new characteristics of 
sensor (self-adjustment or its intellectualization).  

The measuring transducer, the output value of 
which the frequency is [3], has a wide application in 
information-measuring systems. Frequency repre-
sentation of information has many advantages. 
Firstly, by means of frequency transducers it is 
possible to get higher accuracy with small informa-
tive signals, comparing with the transducers of signal 
amplitudes. Secondly, the frequency signal is more 
disturbances protective and less sensitive to mea-
surement of parameters of connection lines. Thirdly, 
the processing of frequency signals and its precise 
integration in time can be executed very accurate. 
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The advantages of such transducers are wide func-
tional possibilities, disturbances protection, and rela-
tive simplicity of realization and adjustment of 
schemes, manufacturability.  

Capacity measuring transducers are capacitors, 
capacity of which change in the result of changing of 
parameters of transducer under the action of mea-
suring quantity. They are widely used in devices for 
measurement of pressure and devices for measuring 
of levels. 

There are a variety of capacitive transducers by 
design. Transmitters with variable distance between 
the electrodes in the devices used for measuring small 
displacement (typically 1 mm), and causing these 
movements, forces and pressures. With sensitive 
capacitive pressure transducers are the membrane and 
diaphragm, which convert the measured pressure in 
the movement. Thus they can simultaneously be used 
as the movable electrode. Converters with variable 
area of overlap plates by investigated medium used in 
the level meters. 

The development of such industries as instru-
mentation, aerospace, aircraft, automotive, etc., re-
quire the creation of modern microelectronic sensors. 

For example, the means of measuring space 
rocket carrier “Energy” to the orbital ship “Buran” 
(more than 3500 different sensors for telemetry and 
local control systems) to ensure that the full program 
run under the ground conditions during the prelaunch 
and flight mode [3]. 

Production of sensors for a variety of measuring 
systems is the most dynamic sector of the world 
economy. Average sales growth of at least 6 % per 
year [3], while the production of smart sensors and 
sensors for automobiles is growing even faster – up 
to 20 %. 

When creating a smart sensor the developers must 
first solve basic problems, mostly circuit engineering 
methods. Typically, this increase in accuracy, sensi-
tivity, speed, resolution, data conversion devices 
(transmitters). However, along with this, there is also 
the problem of technological plan related to the need 
to overcome the limitations associated with the 
problems of miniaturization of devices, i.e. problems 
in microelectronics. 

II.   PROBLEM STATEMENT 
While all these sensors have different principles 

of operation, developers face the problem, which is 
common for all sensors. It includes the necessity of 
acquisition of functional relationship between input 
and output values of sensor or device, which includes 
this sensor [4]–[9]. In the case, if the sensor has nat-
ural nonlinearity, it is necessary to implement its 
linearization. It means that auxiliary hard or software 
tools, entered into composition of intelligent sensor, 
are used to implement linear functional relationship 
between input and output values.  

The sense of linearization is in the solution of 
inverse task of definition of transferring parameter 
according to the value of output signal of the sensor. 
Nowadays the methods of linearization, based on the 
usage of approximating functions [4]–[6], are widely 
applied. The main sense of linearization task of ex-
perimental data is the description of the dependence 
of variables by some known substantial function, and 
it is necessary to do it in such way that the accuracy of 
received description will be satisfactory to the re-
quirements. Stepwise approximation and piece-
wise-linear approximation are the simplest ones from 
the point of view of hardware support. 

III. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Assigned task can be easily solved, when the 

output value has been already converted into digital 
code. For this purpose there is need to be, for exam-
ple, microprocessor, microcontroller, programmable 
logic controller or even computer in the structure of 
the device.  

In the case of frequency sensor, if the further re-
search of frequency is necessary (as convenient for 
transmission of unified signal), the application of 
microprocessors, microcontrollers, and programma-
ble logic controllers for linearization is not reasona-
ble. This will cause the considerable complication of 
device, and the application of additional transducer of 
code into the frequency will be needed. 

Still in the case of intelligent sensor construction 
this is not desirable to include to its composition 
hardware components of above-listed devices. In this 
case designers of intelligent sensor face the necessity 
to find other solutions, by which assigned task can be 
achieved with using of hardware, which is more 
preferable to be included in intelligent sensor. Mea-
suring converters, considered in researches [4]–[6], 
[10]–[12], and also intelligent frequency sensor de-
veloped by authors [7]–[9], [13], [14], exemplify 
such devices. The scheme of signal processing sys-
tem of such intelligent frequency sensor (without 
sensors) represented on Figure. 

IV.  THE PRINCIPLE OF THE DEVICE 

The system of signal transformation of given in-
telligent frequency and capacity sensor is built on the 
base of iterative-integrative measuring transducer [7], 
[13], [14].  

Terms “iterative-integrative transformation” and 
“iterative-integrative measuring transducer” were 
introduced to measurement technology by the author 
[14]. An iterative-integrative measuring transducer 
works cyclically. In each cycle, the conversion is 
performed using an integrator integrating an input 
measured value (or a composition of several meas-
ured values of the input) and the output value of the 
measuring transducer. The result of integration in 
each cycle of conversion fixed by sample-and-hold 
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device with subsequent conversion (if it is necessary) 
and delivery of results to the output of the measuring 
transducer. Thus, during the execution of a series of 
conversion cycles, formation is effected output value 
of the measuring transducer, i.e. performed itera-
tive-integrative transformation. The process of this 

transformation which is described below is a geo-
metric progression. Thanks iterative-integrative 
transformation conversion errors of mostly members 
of the transducer assemblies and components are 
excluded, which can significantly reduce the overall 
conversion error.

 
The scheme of signal processing system: 1 is Source of the reference voltage; 2 is Switchboard; 3 is Code managed 
resistive matrix; 4 is Integrator; 5 is Sample-and-hold device SH; 6, 7, 9,… 12  are Keys; 8, 13 are Capacitors;  14 is 
Decoder; 15 is Synchronization block ;  16 is Voltage-to-Frequency converter; 17, 20 are Pulse formers; 18 is Clock 

generator; 19 is Counter; 21 is Frequency divider

Considered intelligent sensor is multifunctional. 
From one side, this is frequency sensor, because one 
of its input quantities xf  and output quantities outf  is 
frequency. From another side this is capacitive sen-
sor, because it contains two capacitors 1C  and 2C . 
The role of these capacitors can be done by capacitors 
with constant capacitance or capacitors of sensitive 
elements, i.e. capacitive sensors. 

It includes such units as a Source of the reference 
voltage 1, Integrator 4, Sample-and-hold device SH5, 
Voltage-to-Frequency converter 16, Capacitors 8 and 
13, Keys 6, 7, 9,… 12 and Synchronization block 15. 

Required nonlinearity of response of intelligent 
sensor is created with the help of Switchboard 2, 
Code managed resistive matrix 3, Clock generator 18, 
Counter 19 and Decoder 14.  

Such iterative-integration transducer works cyc-
lically. During every cycle charging of Capacitors 8 

and 13 C1 and C2 from Source of the reference vol-
tage 1 is carried out, including subsequent discharg-
ing of it at the Integrator 4 input. Also sampling of 
integrator output voltage is implemented by Sam-
ple-and-hold device SH5. Then it follows its storage 
during time of cycle of continuous integration of 
Sample-and-hold device SH5 output voltage by In-
tegrator 4, and its transformation by Vol-
tage-to-Frequency converter 16 into the output fre-
quency fout.  

Let’s suppose that before the beginning of first 
from the considered cycles the frequency on the 
output of device is equal out 0f , and input frequency 
becomes equal to xf . 

Then after the ending of the first cycle the fre-
quency at the output of device will be equal to:
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where intC  is capacitance of integrator of capacitor 4; 
R1, R2, …, Ri, Rk  are resistance of resistors of the 
matrix 3; 0iE  is voltage of the source 1, it is con-

nected to resistor iR  through Switchboard 2 ( 0iE  is 

equal to 0E  or 0E dependently from i); 0t  is time, 
during which every resistor of matrix 3 is connected 

to the source 1; 1i  , …k is ordinal number of re-
sistor of matrix 3; N is coefficient of recalculation of 
divisor 21; 
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After the ending of n-cycle:
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where j = 1,…n is ordinal number of cycle.  
The last expression consists of two components, 

the first is a geometrical progression with denomi-
nator of progression Q. Using formula for calculation 

of sum of members of geometrical progression, write 
to what will the frequency be equal at the output of 
device after the ending of transient process (at n→∞):
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Given expression introduces the equation of 
transformation of considered device. From analysis 
we can say, that it has two components – linear and 
non-linear. Linear component provides transforma-
tion of multiplication of input frequency fx and ratio 
of capacities of two capacitors С1 and С2 into linear 
component of output frequency fout. Non-linear 
component transforms input frequency fx into  
non-linear component of output frequency fout, which 
depends on frequency fx and resistances of resistors 
R1, …, Rk of matrix 3, and also on signs of voltages 

0iE . 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Multifunctional intelligent frequency and capac-
ity sensor with non-linear transfer function is consi-
dered. 

Signal processing system of such intelligent fre-
quency sensor can be constructed according to the 
considered scheme; it does not require the inclusion 
of devices such as a microprocessor, microcontroller 
or programmable logic controller, and 
Code-to-Frequency converter. 

In this case, taking into account the errors intro-
duced by such elements as resistors, capacitors and an 

operational amplifier, an intelligent frequency sensor 
can be created according to this circuit, which has 
relative errors of the conversion at the level of hun-
dredths of a percent. 

In this case the formation of a wide range of li-
nearizing functions to obtain the desired conversion 
function may be possibly. 
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